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‘C’ Series – Overview

Large grey boxes (see below for greater detail)

**Box C1 contains:** academic papers; journals and newspapers; material on Grenada in 1983 and on staffing-related controversies at the UWI; miscellanea relating to the Caribbean

**Box C2 contains:** Primary research on Syrio-Lebanese people in the Caribbean, including sources from the early 20th century; articles by DN; proofs; seminar papers; newspaper articles
Box C1

Folders: overview of contents (see below for further detail):

Loose papers in the box – academic articles

*Pink* – labelled ‘Caribbean’ – contains documents, publications and extensive press coverage relating to the 1983 US invasion of Grenada

*Cream (i)* – labelled ‘Trinidad politics +’ – contains newspaper articles on Dominica and Jamaica, and papers from DN’s time at UWI, including reading lists and what appear to be seminar papers

*Buff (i)* – labelled ‘GISRA: Guyana Institute for Social Research & Action (C.J.)’ – contains 9 issues of the journal of this name, and one separate paper

*Cream (ii)* – labelled ‘UWI Munroe/Figueroa’, with miscellaneous annotations – contains material relating to a controversy at UWI, 1973; a few newspaper articles and academic writings, some untitled – nearly everything pertains to Trinidad and Tobago

*Cream (iii)* – labelled ‘Camacho affair / N’paper articles – mainly + D’s sermon at Andy’s funeral’ – contains extensive newspaper coverage of the 1969 controversy involving Andrew Camacho at UWI, the sermon, and two lectures by Camacho

*Buff (ii)* – labelled ‘Greg Chamberlain’ – contains articles by Greg Chamberlain on various Caribbean countries, all from 1982

Loose papers

- Paper by G.R. Coulthard, ‘Parallelisms and Divergencies Between “Négritude” and “Indigenismo”, from *Caribbean Studies*, vol. 8, no. 1, April 1968
- Paper by G.R. Coulthard, ‘Négritude, Reality and Mystification’, from *Caribbean Studies*, vol. 10, no. 1, April 1970
November 1991; (attached) photocopy of obituary of Gordon Lewis, from The Independent, 22 August 1991


Pink – labelled ‘Caribbean’ – contains documents, publications and extensive press coverage relating to the 1983 US invasion of Grenada

- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Still in shock post-op’ (on Marxists in Grenada), from New Statesman, 1 November 1985
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Breaking point’, from The Guardian, 13 April 1984
- Photocopy of article by Alex Brummer, ‘American dollars may be buying trouble for Grenada’, from The Guardian, 20 February 1986
- Photocopy of article from The Times, ‘The Fourth Frontier’, 10 December 1984
- Photocopies of two articles by Greg Chamberlain on Granada, 16–17 April 1979, from (?) The Guardian
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Jewel boys make Rastas sparkle’, from The Guardian, 23 March 1979
- Photocopy of article from Latin America Political Report, ‘The New Jewel Movement changes the rules’, 13 April 1979
- Photocopy of article from Latin America Political Report, ‘Grenada: scandal in the family’, 23 March 1979
- Photocopy of article from Latin America Political Report, ‘Grenada: watch this space, comrades’, 30 March 1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Grenada clings to Bishop’s lost dream’, from The Observer, 2 September 1984
- Photocopy of article by William Scobie, ‘Red invasion in a box-office hit’, from The Observer, 9 September 1984
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Gairy believes he may face murder trial’, from The Guardian, 24 April 1984, attached to copy of typescript with handwritten note, ‘what I really wrote…’
- Photocopy of article by Scott Minebrook, ‘Grenada Invasion’s Down Side’, from Newsday, 13 August 1984, with handwritten note, ‘amazing exposé’
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘L’expérience révolutionnaire de M. Bishop intéresse les milieux de gauche antillais’, from Le Monde, 5 April 1979, with handwritten note, ‘monstrously cut, of course’
- Photocopies of two articles by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Fillip for Left as Cuba increases aid to Grenada’, and ‘US drive to outwit Left in Caribbean’, from The Guardian, 22 and 29 November 1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘20 accused of plotting to kill Grenada PM’, from The Guardian, 17 October 1979
- Photocopies of three articles on Grenada by Greg Chamberlain, with note from the same, from The Guardian and The Observer, 2–4 December 1984
- Photocopies of three articles on Grenada from The Guardian, 5 December 1984
Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘New PM pledges Grenada to God’, newspaper unspecified, 7 December 1984
Photocopies of two articles on Grenada by Greg Chamberlain, from The Guardian, 11 and 12 December 1984
Photocopy of article by Rickey Singh, ‘Taking a Stand’, from The Nation (Barbados), 16 November 1984
Photocopy of article by Rickey Singh, ‘Good luck, Mr. Blaize’, from The Nation, 14 December 1984
News report from AFP on an opinion poll in Grenada, 20 January 1984
Photocopy of article from the Times Educational Supplement, ‘Putting back the clock?’, 2 November 1984
Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Why Grenada will stay in Uncle Sam’s pocket as unemployment stays high and investment low’, from The Guardian, 25 October 1984; (attached) copy of typescript with handwritten note, ‘original’
Photocopy of article by Joseph B. Treaster, ‘Party Fights in Grenada May Aid Gairy Comeback’, from International Herald Tribune, 1 August 1984
Photocopies of three articles about Alister McIntyre, newspapers unspecified, November 1983
Photocopy of article by Lindsay Vincent, ‘Grenada waits for Geest banana boat’, from The Observer, 30 October 1983
Photocopy of article from The Observer, ‘The Queen’s man in St George’s’, from The Observer, 6 November 1983
Photocopy of article by Jonathan Steele, ‘Anti-Cuba card wins the trick’, newspaper unspecified, 1 December 1983
Photocopy of article by Trevor Fishlock, ‘How Maurice Bishop changed from devil into saint’, from The Times, 21 November 1983
Photocopy of article by Trevor Fishlock, ‘Americans struggle with the building of a democracy’, from The Times, 22 November 1983
Photocopy of article by Trevor Fishlock, ‘Reagan wins the war and writes the history’, from The Times, 23 November 1983
Photocopy of article by Jonathan Steele, ‘How Grenada’s party turned sour on Bishop’, from The Guardian, 11 November 1983
Photocopy of article by Hugh O’Shaughnessy, ‘Gairy’s return adds to island fears’, from The Observer, 11 December 1983
Photocopy of article by Loren Jenkins, “‘Who Will Rescue Us From The Rescuers?’”, from the Washington Post, November 1983
Photocopy of article by Alister Hughes, ‘Striking a Delicate Balance’, from Time, 14 November 1983
Photocopy of article by Morris Thompson, ‘The murder of Maurice Bishop’, 8 November 1983;
photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Barbados to fore in Caribbean army’, 19 November 1983; newspapers unspecified
• Photocopies of three articles on US/Grenada, various authors and newspapers, November 1983
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Settlers seen as reason for Guadeloupe bombings’, from The Guardian, 16 November 1983
• Article by Philip Beresford, ‘In the beginning was the word processor…’, from the Sunday Times, 4 December 1983
• Photocopy of article by Alan George, ‘Rushford Explains: Former Attorney-General talks to the world’, publication uncertain, 21 December 1983
• Photocopy of article by Alex Brummer, ‘Grenada road ahead may be slower than planned’, from The Guardian, 9 November 1983; photocopy of article by Jonathan Steele, ‘When a revolutionary scrapbook became a job for the GIs’, from The Guardian, 17 November 1983
• Photocopy of article by Sue Laird, ‘Grenada is still occupied – says delegation’, from Newsline, 22 December 1983
• Photocopy of article from The Guardian: Jonathan Steele, ‘The key questions about the Cuban presence’, and Alex Brummer, ‘The great American takeaway’, 29 October 1983
• Photocopy of article from unspecified newspaper, ‘Michael Manley, left, former prime minister of Jamaica, sees sovereignty as the real casualty of the US invasion of Grenada’, 11 November 1983
• Photocopy of article from (?) The Guardian, ‘Reporters are found’, undated
• Photocopy of article by Alex Brummer, ‘Cordon is drawn around reporters’, from (?) The Guardian, undated
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Reporter tells how the marines went in’, from The Guardian, 28 October 1983
• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Bishop Feared Being Poisoned By His Captors, Top Aide Says’, from the Washington Post, 31 October 1983
• Photocopy of article from The Economist, ‘The public-relations battle of Grenada’, 5 November 1983
• Photocopies of three articles on Grenada by Greg Chamberlain, from The Guardian, 18–21 October 1983
• Photocopy of article from Time, ‘Keeping the Press from the Action’, 7 November 1983
• Photocopy of article by Max Hastings, ‘Black comedy in Grenada’, from The Spectator, 29 October 1983
• Photocopy of article by Alex Brummer, ‘Smell of death underlines real horror of Grenada’, from The Guardian, 3 November 1983
• Photocopy of article by Richard Williams, ‘Evidence grows to back Cuba’s denial of military aggression’, from The Times, 7 November 1983; photocopy of article from The Times, “A battle for the small nations”, 27 October 1983
Photocopies of three articles on Grenada from (?) *The Guardian*, 10–11 December 1983


Photocopies of four articles on Grenada airport, various publications, October–November 1983


Photocopy of article by Tim Robertson, ‘The repercussions of Sir Paul’, from *The Guardian*, 21 October 1983; photocopy of article by Canute James, ‘Grenada likely to increase nutmeg supplies to West’, from *Financial Times*, 24 November 1983

Photocopy of article by Alex Brummer, ‘Overdrawn at the liberated paradise bank’, from *The Guardian*, 16 November 1983


Photocopy of article by Jonathan Steele, ‘US puts Grenada captives in boxes’, and photocopy of article by Christopher Thomas, ‘Americans interrogating 140 prisoners’, both from unspecified newspaper, 14 November 1983

Photocopy of page with quotations from various newspaper articles, and of letter to *The Guardian*, ‘The mounting evidence that America prepared the Grenadian ground for its invasion’, 16 November 1983

Photocopy of article by Jo Thomas, ‘Grenada Before the Invasion: A Deadly Rumor’, from the *International Herald Tribune*, 1 November 1983

Photocopy of article by Victoria Brittain, ‘[…] jewel was shattered’, from *The Guardian*, 4 November 1983


Photocopy of article from (?) *Private Eye*, ‘Letter from Grenada’, November 1983

Photocopies of two articles, ‘A ripple in the palms’ and ‘Does a round of applause make it right?’, from unspecified publications, 4 and 12 November 1983

Photocopies of three articles on Grenada, various authors and newspapers, November 1983


Photocopy of article by Christopher Thomas, ‘Taciturn Scoon bans all public meetings’, from *The Times*, 12 November 1983


Photocopies of four articles on Grenada, various authors and publications, 21–23 December 1983

Photocopies of three articles on Grenada, from (?) the *Daily Telegraph*, 10–14 December 1983

Photocopies of three articles on Grenada from the *Daily Telegraph*, 5–9 December 1983

Photocopies of three articles on Grenada from unspecified newspaper(s), 3–5 December 1983

Photocopies of two articles on Grenada by Con Coughlin from (?) the *Daily Telegraph*, 30 November and 2 December 1983

Photocopies of two articles on Grenada from (?) the *Daily Telegraph*, 25 and 28 November 1983

Photocopies of two articles on Grenada by Con Coughlin, from the *Daily Telegraph*, 28 and 29 November 1983

Photocopies of two articles on Grenada and Cuba, from (?) the *Daily Telegraph*, 19 and 21 November 1983

Photocopies of two articles by Tony Allen-Mills, from (?) the *Daily Telegraph*, 16 and 17 November 1983

Photocopies of two articles by Tony Allen-Mills, from the *Daily Telegraph*, 14 November 1983

Photocopies of four articles, three by Tony Allen-Mills, from (?) the *Daily Telegraph*, 12 and 13 November 1983


Photocopy of article by Peter Chapman, ‘US troops send a last word to invisible Cubans’, from *The Guardian*, 15 December 1983

Photocopy of article by Christabel King, ‘British detectives to investigate Grenada killings’, from the *Daily Telegraph*, 5 January 1984

Photocopy of article by Hugh O’Shaughnessy, ‘Shell-shocked Grenada looks for a new way’, from *Financial Times*, 16 December 1983

*Caribbean Insight*, vol. 6, no. 11, November 1983

*Caribbean Insight*, vol. 6, no. 12, December 1983

*Caribbean Insight* – labelled ‘Trinidad politics +’ – contains newspaper articles on Dominica and Jamaica, and papers from DN’s time at UWI, including reading lists and what appear to be seminar papers


• Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Dominica teeters on brink of coup’, from *The Guardian*, 14 June 197(?)
• Photocopies of two articles by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Riots in Jamaica’ and ‘Dominica Premier clings to office on technicality’, from *The Guardian*, 18 and 20 June 1979
• 4 pages from (?) *Trinidad Manufacturers’ Association Magazine*, undated
• *Liberation* newspaper, no. 11, January 1973
• Typescript of an article from *Embryo*, ‘After the Carnival’, March 1970
• Letter to DN from Grove Press, 8 August 1969; page listing ‘The Afro-American Tradition – some Caribbean contributors’
• 10 pages with ‘References’, from unspecified paper
• Paper by J. Edward Greene, ‘Electoral politics as a formal and dynamic aspect of political development in Guyana’, being a revised version of two UWI lectures, undated
• Pages 11–20 of typescript from a paper, details unspecified
• Article by Carl Jacobs, ‘Debate on Church in Politics’, from *Sunday Guardian* (Trinidad), 12 December 1971
• Unsigned letter to DN, 21 July 1967
• Reading list with heading ‘Department of Sociology: Caribbean social structures’, undated
• Reading list with heading ‘Political Sociology’, undated
• Reading list with heading, ‘Department of Government: Government & Politics in the West Indies’, undated
• Reading list with heading, ‘B. Sc. Economics: Government & Politics of the West Indies: Reading list on British Guiana’, 21 December 1965
• Reading list with heading, ‘Trinidad Constitution’, 20 March 1967
• Reading list with heading, ‘Reading list for CIRSS 1967 seminar’ (2 pages), undated
• Untitled letter/announcement from The Hon. Dr. Eric Williams Memorial Committee, undated
• Pamphlet from the Workers & Farmers party, *We the People*, 4 October 1966
• miscellaneous handwritten notes

**Buff (i)** – labelled ‘GISRA: Guyana Institute for Social Research & Action (C.J.) – contains 9 issues of the journal of this name, and one separate paper
• *GISRA*, vol. 1, no. 1, March 1970
• *GISRA*, vol. 1, no. 2, June 1970 (2 copies)
• *GISRA*, vol. 1, nos. 2 and 4, September/December 1970
• *GISRA*, vol. 2, no. 2, June 1971
• *GISRA*, vol. 2, no. 3, September 1971
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- GISRA, vol. 2, no. 4, December 1971
- GISRA, vol. 3, no. 1, March 1972
- GISRA, vol. 3, no. 4, December 1972
- GISRA, vol. 4, no. 1, March 1973

Cream (ii) – labelled ‘UWI Munroe/Figueroa’, with miscellaneous annotations – contains material relating to a controversy at UWI, 1973; a few newspaper articles and academic writings, some untitled – nearly everything pertains to Trinidad and Tobago
- Clipping from (?) Express, with annotations
- Page from Express (Trinidad and Tobago), 3 October 1978
- Papers from a strike-related controversy (‘Monroe/Figueroa’) at the University of the West Indies, January 1973
- Typescript of a review by DN of Race and Nationalism in Trinidad and Tobago: a Study of Decolonization in a multiracial society, by Selwyn D. Ryan, 1972
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Gairy puts his faith in oil and a tax haven’, from The Guardian, 9 April 1975
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Where long hair is a shooting matter’, from The Guardian, 1 April 1975
- News report from AFP, 21 March 1975
- Photocopy of article from Latin America, ‘French Guiana: repression and the flag’, 10 January 1975
- Latin America, vol. 9, no. 1, 3 January 1975
- 2 pages of unidentified typescript
- Copy of article by Eric Williams, ‘A New Federation for the Commonwealth Caribbean?’, 1973
- Handwritten notes titled ‘Trinidad’, with two pages from a typescript
- Photocopy of untitled typescript on Trinidad, with some loose pages
- Photocopy of typescript by DN titled ‘Postscript 1972’

Cream (iii) – labelled ‘Camacho affair / N’paper articles – mainly + D’s sermon at Andy’s funeral’ – contains extensive newspaper coverage of the 1969 controversy involving Andrew Camacho at UWI, the sermon, and two lectures by Camacho
- Pages from (Trinidad) Express, 17 November 1969
- Typescript of sermon, with heading ‘1969 Camacho funeral’
- Article by Enny Scott, ‘Role of race and class in WI politics’, unspecified newspaper and date
- Part of article titled “Revolution” at the UWI’, unspecified author and newspaper and date
- Page from (Trinidad) Sunday Guardian, 16 November 1969
- Part of article from Trinidad Guardian, ‘UWI appointments explained’, 15 November 1969
- Page from Trinidad Guardian, with article ‘Camacho killed in crash’, 17 November 1969
- Page from Trinidad Guardian, with article ‘Camacho’s post not permanent’, 15 November 1969
- Page from Express, ‘Why UWI didn’t give Camacho his lecturing job back’, 15 November 1969
- Scrap from unspecified newspaper, with article, ‘New move in Thomas affair’, undated
- Page from Express, with article, ‘Hyatali to head probe team into the Camacho issue’, 1 November 1969
• Page from *Express*, with article, ‘A statement from Andrew G. J. Camacho B.A. B.Sc (Spec.) (Lond.) MA; PhD; (UCLA)’, 31 October 1969
• Article from *Express*, ‘Dr Thomas gets Guyana University job’, 15 October 1969
• Article from *Express*, ‘UWI boycott spreads to the other campuses’, 15 October 1969
• Article from *Trinidad Guardian*, ‘Union calls on PM for campus crisis statement’, 15 October 1969
• Article from *Express*, ‘A probe into the Camacho issue’, 18 October 1969
• Article from *Trinidad Guardian*, ‘Dr Thomas is willing to teach in Guyana’, 10 October 1969
• Article from *Express*, ‘Now banned Dr Thomas is sacked’, 7 October 1969
• Article from *Trinidad Guardian*, ‘UWI students rally in support of Dr. Camancho’, 11 October 1969
• Article from *Express*, ‘UWI lecturers fail to get Dr Thomas on Trinidad campus’, 8 October 1969
• Article from unspecified newspaper, ‘Trinidad will not bar Thomas, says WIGUT’, 11 October 1969
• Page from *Express*, with article, “Subversive day” on the UWI campus’, 8 October 1969
• Page from *Express*, ‘UWI lecturers talk strike on Camacho, Thomas affairs’, 13 October 1969
• Part of a page from *Trinidad Guardian*, 8 October 1969
• Article from *Express*, ‘Students take over UWI main offices’, 30 October 1969
• Part of page from *Trinidad Guardian*, with article, ‘CPA men in bid for UWI peace’, 16 October 1969
• Part of page from *Trinidad Guardian*, with article by DN, ‘That deadly sin of going to the Press’, 11 October 1969
• Page from *Express*, with article, ‘Camacho dies in car crash’, 17 November 1969
• Part of page from *Trinidad Guardian*, with article, ‘Undergrads set up barricades at UWI’, 14 October 1969
• Page from *Express*, with article, ‘Probe Dr Camacho’s case, UWI body told’, 11 October 1969
• Part of page from unspecified newspaper, ‘Commission terms of reference set out’, undated
• Article from *The Times*, ‘56 Oxford votes cost Mr Bhutto honorary degree’, from *The Times*, 26 February 1975
• Photocopy of article from (?) the *Daily Telegraph*, ‘Oxford Rejects Bhutto’, 26 February 1975
• Good luck card
• Page from *(Trinidad’s)* *Evening News*, with article, ‘U.W.I. sit-in goes on’, 30 October 1969
• Page with handwritten notes
• Copy of a letter from DN to The Commission of Enquiry into the Camacho Affair, 19 December 1969
• Writing on the occasion of Camacho’s death, ‘Issues by the Publications Committee’, 17 November 1969
• Copies of letters from DN to the Student Guild at UWI St Augustine, the editor of *Trinidad Express*, the editor of the *Trinidad Guardian*, 31 October 1969
• Article from unspecified newspaper, ‘Decision to oust Dr Camacho was a foregone conclusion – Braithwaite’, undated
• Copy of a proof of a letter by DN regarding the Camacho Enquiry, undated
• Page from the *Evening News*, with article, ‘UWI offices shut – under police guard’, 14 October 1969
• Article from *Trinidad Guardian*, 17 October 1969
• Article from unspecified newspaper, ‘A case of the tail wagging the dog… on UWI campus yesterday’, undated
• Article from *Express*, ‘Amidst the tension – and the laughter on the campus, was the question how long will it last?’, 30 October 1969
• Opinion section from unspecified newspaper, 31 October 1969
• Page from *Express*, with article, ‘Students strike at UWI’, 14 October 1969
• Part of article from *Trinidad Guardian*, ‘Camacho probe today’, 1 November 1969
• Page from *Express*, with article, ‘UWI bans have taught us nothing’, 16 October 1969
• Article from unspecified newspaper, ‘Need for UWI expansion, says Marshall’, 14 October (?)1969
• Scrap with article from unspecified newspaper, “Academic freedom” poses a problem’, undated
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- Part of a page from *Sunday Guardian*, with article, ‘A “revolution” at UWI’, 19 October 1969
- Page with handwritten notes
- Article from unspecified newspaper, ‘Camejo did not want to be used as pawn says Camacho’, undated
- Page from *Express*, with article, ‘UWI shuts the door on Camacho’, 9 October 1969
- Page from *Express*, with article, ‘CPA men ask govts for actions against UWI’, 16 October 1969
- Article from unspecified newspaper, ‘UWI urged to be more involved with society’, 17 October 1969
- Article from unspecified newspaper, ‘Support cabled to UWI students’, 17 October 1969
- Article from *Express*, ‘To be qualified and outspoken is second to death, Camacho learnt’, 10 October 1969
- Article from unspecified newspaper, ‘MP calls for greater campus autonomy at St. Augustine’, 10 October 1969
- Article from *Trinidad Guardian*, ‘Still room for rapport’, 14 October 1969
- Part of page from *Express*, with article, ‘Dr. Thomas issue: UWI committee to meet’, 10 October 1969
- Article from *Trinidad Guardian*, ‘Banning and banishing’, 8 October 1969
- Article from *Express*, ‘Call for public action on UWI affair’, 18 October 1969
- Part of page from *Trinidad Guardian*, with article, ‘Dr. Thomas will get his salary’, 13 October 1969
- Part of page from *Trinidad Guardian*, with article, ‘UWI sacks Thomas’, 7 October 1969
- Article from *Trinidad Guardian*, ‘No longer confidential’, 13 October 1969
- Part of page from *Trinidad Guardian*, with article, ‘Camacho probe starts today’, 1 November 1969
- Part of page from *Trinidad Guardian*, with article, ‘Cabinet agrees to Camacho Inquiry’, 31 October 1969
- 6 sides with handwritten draft of article/speech by DN, undated
- Part of article from unspecified newspaper, ‘Dr Thomas, UWI issue’, 13 October 1969
- Part of page from (?) *Trinidad Guardian*, with article, ‘WIGUT wants reason for Thomas’ dismissal’, 9 October 1969
- Part of page from unspecified newspaper, ‘UWI wants to select Camacho inquiry team’, undated
- Document titled ‘WIGUT news’, from DN, WIGUT chairman
- Page from unspecified newspaper, with article, ‘Stop the sit-in, says WIGUT’, 31 October 1969
- Lecture by Andrew Camacho, ‘Commitment and involvement of the professional in his community’, given on 4 October 1969
- Lecture by Andrew Camacho, ‘Work and Society’, given on 4 November 1968

*Buff (ii) – labelled ‘Greg Chamberlain’ – contains articles by Greg Chamberlain on various Caribbean countries, all from 1982*

- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Diary’, from *New Statesman*, 17 September 1982
- Photocopies of three articles by GC from *The Guardian*, 2–5 May 1982
- Photocopies of three articles by GC from *The Guardian*, 6–8 April 1982, annotated by the author
- Photocopy of article by Iain Guest, ‘U.S. Lawyer Assails Dissidents Trial’, from *International Herald Tribune*, 1 September 1982
- Photocopy of article by GC, ‘Suriname Leftists bow to Dutch aid pressure’, from (?) *The Guardian*, 2 April 1982
- Photocopy of article by GC, ‘Attempt to murder armed forces’ chief’, from (?) *The Guardian*, 5 February 1982, annotated by the author
- Photocopy of article by GC, ‘Blanco claims victory’, unspecified newspaper, 18 May 1982
- Photocopy of article by GC, ‘Un-Dominican wins power’, from the *New Statesman*, 21 May 1982
• Photocopy of article by GC, ‘Duvalier dismisses officers’, unspecified newspaper, 5 February 1982
• Photocopy of article by GC, ‘US flexes muscles in the Caribbean’, from (?) The Guardian, 27 April 1982
• Photocopy of article by GC, ‘After the Falklands – the Caribbean’, from the New Statesman, 4 June 1982
• Photocopy of article by GC, ‘50 held after Haiti bombing’, from The Guardian, 13 August 1982
• Photocopy of article by GC, ‘Duvalier snubs Haiti’s financial guarantors’, from (?) The Guardian, 14 July 1982, with article in French from unspecified publication
• Photocopy of article by GC, ‘Creole lesson’, from The Guardian, 1 October 1982
• Photocopy of article by François Colombier, ‘Mama Doc touriste à Paris’, from uncertain newspaper, 9 October 1982
• Photocopy of article by GC, ‘Hardliners win in Haiti’, from Caribbean Contact, August 1982
• A copy of ‘Prime Minister [Michael] Manley’s Address to the Award Ceremony at United Nations on October 11, 1978’
• Correspondence between GC and Campbell Page, foreign editor of The Guardian, regarding misrepresentation of GC’s journalism, April 1982
Box C2

Folders: overview of contents (see below for further detail):

**Loose papers** – Copies of articles by DN, seminar papers, miscellaneous correspondence

*Mustard yellow (i)* – labelled ‘Primary Research / Syrio Lebanese in Dominican Republic’ – contains material on Syrio-Lebanese people in the Dominican Republic; miscellaneous papers

*Red (i)* – labelled ‘Syrio-Lebanese in Trinidad and Tobago (contains family tree and primary research)’ – contains the family tree of Abdou Sabga, details about Syrio-Lebanese individuals, academic papers

*Mustard yellow (ii)* – labelled ‘Primary research / Levantines in Haiti’ – contains academic articles, handwritten notes on Syrians in Haiti, copies of official communications between Haitian Cabinet members from the early 20th century (these all concern Syrians in, or barred from, Haiti), other early 20th-century primary source material on Syrians in Haiti

*Red (ii)* – labelled ‘Primary research – Levantine Community in Jamaica’ – contains DN's notes, mostly on individuals and particular families; some miscellanea

*Faded blue* – labelled ‘Levantine research Family trees’ – contains correspondence, bibliographical notes, family tree, one article

*Cream* – contains material on politics and class in Trinidad and Tobago, including pamphlets and articles from the 1970s; miscellaneous newspaper articles

*Buff* – labelled ‘Carib. cross-current’ – contains newspaper articles and proofs of papers by DN

---

**Loose papers**

- Letter to DN from the Rodney Campaign Committee, 1981
- Paper by John Gaffar La Guerre, ‘The General Elections of 1946 in Trinidad and Tobago’, undated
- Photocopy of paper by DN, ‘Embryo-Politics in Haiti’, from *Government and Opposition*, vol 6, no. 1, January 1971
- Photocopy of paper by DN, ‘Ideology and Political Protest in Haiti, 1930–46’, from *Journal of Contemporary History*, vol. 9, no. 4, 1974
- Handwritten notes, headed ‘Introduction’
- Leaflet titled ‘Caribbean dateline’
- Bundle with correspondence between DN and publishers
- Page with list of articles, titled ‘Caribbean Cross-Currents: papers on Haiti & her neighbours’
- Bundle with correspondence between DN and publishers
- Letter to DN from Richard Price, 3 August 1981
- Paper by Peter D. Fraser, ‘Trinidadian Intellectuals from John Jacob Thomas to Henry Sylvester Williams, 1869 to 1911’, from a postgraduate seminar, undated
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- (To be found underneath the folders, due to loose sheets) Photocopy of *Bitter Sugar: Slaves Today in the Caribbean*, by Maurice Lemoine, translation of the original French – photocopy of (?)proofs of (?)Banner Press 1985 edition

_Mustard yellow (i)_ – labelled ‘Primary Research / Syrio Lebanese in Dominican Republic’ – contains material on Syrio-Lebanese people in the Dominican Republic; miscellaneous papers
- Handwritten notes, with names and contact details
- Brochure for Universidad Central del Este
- News report from AFP, January 1983
- Business cards
- Paper by José del Castillo, ‘Las Inmigraciones y su Aporte a la Cultura Dominicana (Finales del Siglo XIX y Principios del XX)’, from _eme eme: Estudios Dominicanos_, vol. 8, no. 45, November/December 1979
- Photocopies of pages from unspecified book, with chapter headings ‘Las Familias Arabes en la Republica Dominicana: Matrimonios Intraetnicos y Extraetnicos’, and ‘Los Dominicanos Descendientes de Arabes en el Pais’
- Booklet with directory/list of addresses
- Page with handwritten notes
- Booklet about the Union Church of Santo Domingo
- Handwritten notes, business cards

_Red (i)_ – labelled ‘Syrio-Lebanese in Trinidad and Tobago (contains family tree and primary research)’ – contains the family tree of Abdou Sabga, details about Syrio-Lebanese individuals, academic papers
- Photocopy of paper by LouAnne Barclay, ‘The Syrian/Lebanese Community in Trinidad/Tobago – a case study of a commercial ethnic minority’, from *Caribbean Affairs*, January–March 1992
- Paper by DN, ‘Syrians in Trinidad’, undated (3 copies)
- 2 pages with song lyrics, beginning ‘Ah was born in Woodbrook / Doh care how ah look’
- Page of handwritten notes, with contact details
- Page from *Sunday Guardian*, with article, ‘The saga of Abdou Joseph Sabga’, 11 August 1985
- Abdou Joseph Sabga’s family tree, in pencil
- 4 pages of handwritten notes with heading ‘Abdou Sabga’, undated
- 4 pages of handwritten notes with heading ‘S.L.P. in Trinidad’
- Handwritten notes, enclosed in A4 sheet, with profiles of individuals, e.g., ‘Nagib Elias, b. 1909 Arnun in Lebanon…’
- Handwritten notes with lists of people, contact details
- List of services at St Mary & Nicholas Church, Littlemore, Easter 1981
- Page from typescript of article, ‘No Hawkers and Pedlars: Levantines in the Caribbean’, with copious annotations
- Page with handwritten notes quoting Trinidad censuses
Mustard yellow (ii) – labelled ‘Primary research / Levantines in Haiti’ – contains academic articles, handwritten notes on Syrians in Haiti, copies of official communications between Haitian cabinet members from the early 20th century (these all concern Syrians in, or barred from, Haiti), other early 20th-century primary source material on Syrians in Haiti

- Page with handwritten notes, headed ‘On SLP in Haiti’
- Enclosed in a page with an address written on it:
  - Notes on Syrians
  - Page of notes headed ‘Visit of Dr Habib Estefano to Haiti’
  - Two letters to DN from (?) Léon-François Hoffmann, March and September 1983
  - Page with photocopy of notes by Hoffmann
  - More notes on Syrians (7 pages)
  - Page with notes headed ‘Bureau of the American Republic [illegible]’
  - Several pages and scraps with names, contact details
  - Page with the family tree of (?) Marcus Handal and Miladi Jacir
  - Page, headed ‘Haiti’, enclosing further lists of names, notes headed ‘SLP’, and profiles of members of the Handal family
  - Page with plan of book dimensions
- Scraps with notes
- Letter to DN from Leslie Griffiths, 12 January 1981
- Photocopy of letter from the Commission de Vérification de l’identité des Syriens Naturalisés Haitiens to Le Secrétaire d’Etat de l’Interieur, 3 July 1912
- Photocopy of letter from Président Philippe Sudré Dartiguenave to Le Secrétaire d’Etat des Finances et du Commerce, 6 March 1917
- Photocopy of letter from Président Sténio Vincent to Le Secrétaire d’Etat du Commerce, 21 March 1935
- Photocopy of letter from Le Secrétaire d’Etat au Département de la Guerre, to Le Secrétaire d’Etat au Département des Finances, 6 October 1916
- Photocopy of letter from Président Dartiguenave to Le Secrétaire d’Etat des Finances et du Commerce, 18 October 1917
- Photocopy of letter from Président Dartiguenave to Le Secrétaire d’Etat de l’Interieur, 28 October 1921
- Photocopy of letter from Le Général de Division aux Armées de la République, to Le Secrétaire d’Etat de l’Interieur, 31 March 1915
- Photocopy of letter from Président Dartiguenave to Le Secrétaire d’Etat des Finances et du Commerce, 27 December 1917
- Photocopy of letter from Le Secrétaire d’Etat des Relations Extérieurs, 31 March 1914
- Photocopy of letter from Le Secrétaire d’Etat des Relations Extérieurs, 15 February 1902
- Photocopy of letter from Le Secrétaire d’Etat des Relations Extérieurs, to Le Secrétaire d’Etat au Département du Commerce, 20 March (year missing)
- Photocopy of article from Le Monde, ‘La Question Syrienne’, (7?)1905
- Photocopies of two pages from Le Moniteur, 8 June 1904
- Photocopy of a document titled ‘Projet de Loi’, with arguments in favour of the 1903 ban on Syrian immigrants
- Photocopy of part of a paper from Revue Générale de Droit International Public, vol. 12, 1905
- Photocopy of article from Haiti Littéraire & Scientifique, ‘Propos d’Actualité’, 20 February 1912; handwritten notes on an article from Haiti Littéraire & Scientifique, 5 March 1912; photocopy of three pages from Haiti Littéraire & Scientifique, undated
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Red (ii) – labelled ‘Primary research – Levantine Community in Jamaica’ – contains DN’s notes, mostly on individuals and particular families; some miscellanea

- Letter to DN from Dr. M.L. Bierbrier, 21 November 1994
- Photocopy of article by Nellie Ammar, ‘They came from The Middle East’, March 1970
- 5 pages with details about individual people
- Page with notes headed ‘SLP Jamaica’
- Industrial Commercial Developments (Jamaica) Annual Report 1980
- Booklet titled ‘Social History Project’; (enclosed) large quantity of notes about individual people
- Page with family tree
- Photocopies of 4 pictures of places in Kingston, Jamaica
- Essay/article by Joseph Issa, ‘When, how and why my family ancestors came to Jamaica’, 8 June 1978
- Photoduplication Order Form from the National Library of Jamaica
- 2 pages with family trees
- Map of Jamaica
- Note to DN from Courtney Smith, undated
- Page of notes headed ‘SLP’
- 5 pages with family trees
- Page with notes headed ‘Druze religion’
- Page of notes headed (?) ‘Linstead’
- Page of notes headed ‘Jamaica’
- Two pages of notes headed ‘Jamaica S.L.P.’
- Page of notes headed ‘Jamaica’
- Page of notes headed ‘Syrian-Lebanese in Jamaica’
- Page of notes, untitled
- Page of notes headed ‘Syrio-Lebanese in Jamaica’, with list of names
- Page quoting figures from 1970 Jamaican census
- Annual Report from CMP Industries, 1979
- 2 pages titled ‘Arbol Geneologico de la familia Milade’
- 2 pages titled ‘Arbol Geneologico de la familia Jaar’
- Page with notes headed ‘Families (?)represented in countryside’
- Fax with short article by DN titled ‘Littlemore Church and the Oxford Movement’, undated
- 8 pages with names and contact details
- Note to DN, sender’s name unclear, undated
- 2 pages with bibliographical notes
- Page with names and dates
- Page with family tree
- Miscellaneous scraps, mostly with contact details
- Road map of Jamaica

Faded blue – labelled ‘Levantine research Family trees’ – contains correspondence, bibliographical notes, family tree, one article

- Family tree (with key; no names)
- 3 maps of Haiti
- Letter to DN from Albert Valdman, Creole Institute, Indiana, 14 September 1983
- 4 pages with bibliographical notes
- Fax with notes/bibliography from an article
- Letter to DN from Gertrud Aub-Buscher, 5 August 1985

Cream – contains material on politics and class in Trinidad and Tobago, including pamphlets and articles from the 1970s; miscellaneous newspaper articles

- Photocopy of article by Patrick E. Tyler, ‘CIA Reportedly Planned Move Against Grenada’, from the Washington Post, February 1983
- Photocopy of article by Morris Thompson, ‘Neighbours accept Grenada on probation’, from Newsday, 20 November 1982
- Photocopy of article by Flora Lewis, ‘Polarizing Grenada’s Options’, from the New York Times, 2 March 1983
- Photocopy of article by Harold Jackson, ‘Intelligence test’, from The Guardian, 11 February 1983
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Priest stabbed to death as violence flares in Guyana’, from The Guardian, 16 July 1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Hobson’s choice in St Lucia’, from The Guardian, 2 July 1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Black power leader arrested’, from The Guardian, 13 July 1979
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, “Buzz” Butler – T’Dad’s unsung hero’, from Jamaica Gleaner, 2 March 1977
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Manley appoints Cabinet radicals’, from The Guardian, 5 May 1977
- Photocopy of article by Greg Chamberlain, ‘Jamaican issues simmer below the surface’, from The Guardian, 14 December 1976
- Maps of Trinidad and Tobago with areas marked according to voting patterns, land use, ethnicity, etc.
- Table titled ‘Indices of dissimilarity between racial and religious groups in Trinidad and San Fernando in 1960’
- Photocopy of article from Latin America, ‘Trinidad and Tobago: 1970 revisited’, 28 March 1975
- Order of Service at the Susumacher Presbyterian Church, 18 March 1976
- Page advertising the United Labour Front (Trinidad and Tobago)
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- Pamphlet titled ‘Conventional Politics or Revolution?’ from National Joint Action Committee on the Political System
- Article by ‘Hindu students at the University of the West Indies, St Augustine’, titled ‘Don’t Make Phagwa Another Carnival!’, undated
- Typescript of untitled article on Trinidad and Tobago
- Notes headed ‘Trinidad’
- Serve The People (‘The official organ of the National Movement for the True Independence of Tobago’), vol. 1, no. 1, 1976
- Pamphlet titled Slavery to Slavery, from the National Joint Action Committee for the Black People of Trinidad and Tobago
- Pamphlet by Franklyn Harvey, State, Party and Class – the decline of the political party, undated
- Page of handwritten notes headed ‘T&T’
- Pamphlet by Steve de Castro, ‘Tax holidays for industry: why we have to abolish them & how to do it’, March 1973
- 5 pages of handwritten notes on Trinidadian politics/economy
- ‘Monthly Bulletin’ on oil production in Trinidad and Tobago, vol. 9, no. 12, December 1972
- ‘Annual Report for the year 1970’, from the Ministry of Petroleum and Mines, Trinidad and Tobago
- Page with handwritten notes, untitled
- 4 pages titled ‘Election of the President of Trinidad and Tobago’, author and date unspecified
- Article titled ‘Prices, wages and incomes in contemporary Trinidad and Tobago’, by E.B.A. St Cyr, 20 November 1972
- 2 pages of handwritten notes, headed ‘P.R.’
- 3 pages of typescript of ‘Principles of Constitutional Reform’ by DN
- Part of a page from Trinidad Guardian, 9 April 1973
- Page from Trinidad Guardian with article by Eric Williams, ‘Proportional Representation: The case against’, 8 April 1973

Buff – labelled ‘Carib. cross-current’ – contains newspaper articles and proofs of papers by DN
- Article titled ‘Trinidad in Travail’, details unspecified
- Letter to DN from Rosalind E. Boyd-Jeereburkhan, McGill University, 6 April 1979
- Proofs of untitled theological article, details unspecified
- Proofs of untitled article by DN on Haiti, details unspecified; notes
- Article by DN, ‘The latest fashion – using God’s name in politics’, from Express, 26 November 1971
- Article by DN, ‘Reform or perish: crisis in UWI’, unspecified newspaper and date
- Proofs of paper by DN, ‘Rural Protest and Peasant Revolt (1804–1869)’
- Proofs of paper by DN, ‘Haiti & The Dominican Republic Since Independence’
- Scraps of paper with notes relating to Caribbean Crosscurrents
- Proofs of paper by DN, ‘No Hawkers & Pedlars: Levantines in the Caribbean’
- ‘Public Order Bill: Text of statement made in Good Shepherd Church Tunapuna and in the Anglican Church at Kelly by the Revd. David Nicholls on Sunday 13th September 1970’
- Newspaper clippings with articles: ‘UWI protests book ban’, ‘Govt ban on Red literature irks UWI men’, undated; copies of ‘An Open Letter to the Rt. Hon. Dr. Eric Williams, Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago’, regarding the book ban, signed by various academics including DN, 10 October 1967
- Proposed tables of contents for Caribbean Crosscurrents
- Order of Service, Battalion Church Parade, Sunday 22 July 1973
- Drafts and plans for ‘Guyana lecture’, undated
- Page with address on it
• Order of Service for St Mary and St Nicholas Church, Littlemore, 1981
• Page labelled ‘Haiti Today’, folded, enclosing:
  • Order of Service for St Mary and St Nicholas Church, Littlemore, 1981
• Pink page, folded, enclosing:
  - Photocopy of review by DN, from unspecified publication, of Cultural Action and Social Change: The Case of Jamaica by Rex Nettleford, 1979
  - Proofs of review by DN of Peasants and Poverty: A Study of Haiti by Mats Lundahl, 1979
  - Copy of statement on Public Order Bill, made by DN on Sunday 13 September 1970 (see above)
  - Copy of DN's article, ‘Reform or perish: crisis in the UWI’ (see above), here titled ‘Crisis in the University’
  - Copy of untitled article, beginning ‘The Revd. Dr Roy Neehall describes Jesus as “a young revolutionary...”’
• Scrap with bibliographic notes
• Proofs of article by DN on the Dominican Republic, untitled, beginning “Dólares, dólares” is the familiar cry of the money-changers who haunt the narrow street around the cathedral in Santo Domingo…”
• Proofs of article by DN on Haiti, untitled, beginning ‘La misere au sein des richesses (poverty in the midst of wealth)...’
• Different proofs of the above article on the Dominican Republic
• Different proofs of ibid.
• Page with handwritten notes, headed ‘Econ. Dep. & Pol. Autonomy’
• Letter to DN from Macmillan, 27 January 1983
• Proofs of part of chapter by DN, to appear as ‘Occupied Haiti’ in From Dessalines to Duvalier: Race, Colour and National Independence in Haiti, 1980
• Bundle of handwritten notes